
MA3469 Practical Numerical Simulations

Assignment 4 Due: November 30th, 2010

Please send the whole assignment as a single E-mail message to dima@maths.tcd.ie, attaching
all files required to run the code and generate the data files (if used). For plots, send just the plot

command line if no other gnuplot commands have been use, otherwise attach the whole configuration
file.

1. Modify the program btcs.cpp to generate 2D maps of |ψ(x, t)| and produce the
map for ∆t/∆x2 = 1, choosing an appropriate duration of the run.

2. Using the Crank-Nicolson scheme, study the behaviour of a unit-mass quantum
particle in a double-well potential
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Choose a suitable lattice spacing ∆x = 1/N and identify a reasonable range of the values
of λ.

(a) Create the initial state of the particle as close to the ground state in either of
potential wells as practical (a simple Gaussian exponent of the form exp(−ax2)
located at the centre of one well works fine). Take λ = 1.6 · 105 and observe the
dynamics of the wave function ψ for a couple of periods of oscillations within the
well by creating an appropriate 2D map of |ψ(x, t)|. Make sure the profile of the
wave function is not distorted too strongly – for the true ground state it would
have been completely stationary.

Then do a longer run and observe the tunnelling of the wave function into the
other well. Find the tunnelling time T and make your run at least twice longer
than that. Do not attempt to fit too many time slices into your 2D maps since
gnuplot can easily get out of memory. Also, do not exceed ∆t/∆x2 ∼ 10.

Finally, by varying the value of λ, plot how the tunnelling time depends on it.

(b) Do the same for the 1st excited state of either well. Adjust λ accordingly.

(c) (optional): Try to estimate the tunnelling time using WKB approximation and
compare your estimates to the observations.

3. (optional): Show that for static Hamiltonians, the spatially discretised Schroedinger
equation can be solved exactly by diagonalising the Hamiltonian matrix in a certain basis:

if ı
∂ψ

∂t
= Hψ, then ψ(t) = exp(−ıHt)ψ0

where H = diag(Ej) and exp(−ıHt) = diag(exp(−ıEjt)).

(a) Using the Numerical Recipes book, find out the relevant procedures for diagonalis-
ing Hermitian matrices by obtaining their eigenvectors and eigenvalues, and which
routines of clapack package are the most suitable for the Hamiltonian matrix at
hand.



(b) Download clapack package from http://www.netlib.org/clapack and install it
in your userspace on the Maths system or on your computer. Find out how to call
C functions from C++ programs.

(c) Diagonalise the Hamiltonian of harmonic oscillator and compare the spectrum of
discretised system with the continuous infinite-volume one.

(d) Working in the diagonalised basis, find the matrix representation of FTCS, BTCS
and Crank-Nicolson differential schemes. Show that the result of any given number
of time steps by any of these methods can be easily found for diagonalised Hamil-
tonians. Transform the initial state of the system into the diagonalised basis and
check that your result coincides with the output of the codes developed in class.

(e) Now find the exact time evolution of the spatially discretised system and compare
it to the one obtained by the differential schemes mentioned above.

(f) Do the same for the double-well potential of Q2. How the tunnelling between the
two wells does affect the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian? Hint:

Choose λ such that the lowest energy levels do not tunnel at all, and compare their
energies and function profiles to that ones of the higher levels.
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